Test results by Performance Service and Repair
Test performed my Rusty Schwinn:

Test Three: Can the Filter Blaster get me twenty times the life out of a air filter? The answer is yes! I took one filter and cleaned it with the Filter Blaster several times a day for over a week (eight days) for a total of 29 times. At the end of the week I put a florescent light inside of the filter and it was still in perfect shape. I personally feel I can get far more than twenty times the life out of the same filter but I always check to make sure. I would see far more damage from guys using a makeshift air nozzle to clean filters out and it was always easy to tell when damage had been done when it came service time. The damaged filter that had been torn by someone using 125 to 150 PSI in one spot would have no dirt around the damaged area due to all the dirt being sucked into the engine. At this point the damage is already done! I have had a chance to demo both the original Filter Blaster and the Filter Blaster Max and I am very impressed with the modifications and air ride technology. The new version is much easier to use and takes only 100 psi to operate her. The one shaft fits all is also a huge plus for this device.

Sincerely
Rusty Schwinn
Performance Service and Repair.